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Graduate Student Highlights

A multi-disciplinary, cross-institutional team:
6 graduate student PI’s 
4 post-doc fellows
4 different research groups 
2 universities (Princeton, Johns Hopkins)

A Multi-sensor Field Deployment for Assessing Anthropogenic 
Influences on Carbon, Nitrogen and Water Cycling

The First MIRTHE SLIP Grant

• Test sensor performance in field
• Study atmospheric carbon 
nitrogen and water fluxes in an 
urban environment
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SLIP Field Deployment Part I

Collaborations: 
Prof. Claire Welty, Chemical, Biochemical, and Environmental Engineering, UMBC and Baltimore Ecosystem Study

First simultaneous field measurements by 
3 MIRTHE-developed QC laser sensors

Two field deployments:
Part I: October 24-November 2, 2011
Part II: April 13-25, 2012 (planned)

• “The SLIP project is a really unique opportunity 
for us as students/post-docs to make big 
decisions about our research, manage a budget 
and take care of logistics instead of our 
advisors.”

• “It's great to work with other people in other 
groups. I learned a lot from colleagues (software, 
field experiences and so on).”

• “We would never have learned what we did in the 
field if we were just sitting in the lab all this time.”

• “In the field I was much more focused on the 
research and it was really productive. I could 
work more than 12 hours per day but did not 
seem to be tired.”

SLIP Participant Feedback

Modeling and Monitoring of Air Quality and Regional Climate during the 2008 Olympic 
Games in Beijing, China, by a team of NSF’s Engineering Research Center MIRTHE

James A. Smith, Anna P. Michel, Yan Zhang, Gerard Wysocki, et al.
MIRTHE (NSF-ERC) EEC-0540832

The 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, China, focused the world’s attention 
not only onto the athletes’ medals and records, but to urban air quality 
issues, including its origins, impact, and possible mitigating factors. For 
MIRTHE, the NSF-sponsored Engineering Research Center on Mid-
InfraRed Technologies for Health and the Environment, the Games were an
ideal test-bed to evaluate several of its breakthrough technologies.  Much 
of the attraction stemmed from the short-term measures of pollution control 
that were put in place by local authorities in advance of the Games.  What 
were their impacts during the Olympic period?  Could they be predicted and 
measured using MIRTHE technology?  What are the long-term implications 
for air quality enhancement and regional climate analysis?   

MIRTHE sent a team of ten researchers to Beijing between June and 
August 2008, including undergraduate and graduate students, post-doctoral 
and staff researchers, and junior & senior faculty.  MIRTHE’s team was 
hosted by the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the Institute of Atmospheric 
Physics, and the group of Dr. Zifa Wang.

MIRTHE’s team ran three parallel efforts:  (i) A coupled weather pollution 
forecasting model predicted Beijing weather and air quality and help inform 
local authorities and the Olympic Committee.  (ii) A point-sensing Faraday-
rotation spectrometer using a MIRTHE-developed external cavity Quantum 
Cascade laser continuously measured nitric oxide at the parts per billion 
level. (iii) A widely tunable, external cavity Quantum Cascade laser 
spectrometer built in collaboration with MIRTHE industry partner Daylight 
Solutions was implemented in a 75 m open-path sensor system for the 
measurement of water vapor, ozone, ammonia, and carbon dioxide.

In future, MIRTHE researchers will use measurements and model analyses 
from the 2008 Beijing field campaign to address fundamental problems 
concerning air quality and urban impacts on regional climate.

Graduate students and Post-docs in Beijing, China 
doing research during the 2008 Olympics.

    

Open-Path Methane Sensing Across Toolik Lake, Alaska
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Methane mixing ratio (1 Hz) over a 7-hour
period.  Data shown are taken with a path
length of 459 m roundtrip.

An open-path, QC laser-based methane sensor for long-path (> 1 km) integrated
measurements was developed and deployed over a two-week period in the
Arctic. The system demonstrated stable and precise (0.5%) measurements of
CH4 even in rapidly changing field conditions at Toolik Lake. Elevated methane
emissions were observed over the lake.

Relative Allan deviation plot of ambient
methane mixing ratio recorded. The
increase in Allan deviation past 100 s
is attributed to both real atmospheric
variability and instrument drift.

A Quantum Cascade laser-
based, integrated long path
length CH4 sensor.

Retro-reflector set across the
lake in one of three locations to
observe methane emissions

Three long paths were tested during the summer
of 2012. Path lengths shown are one way. [Figure
courtesy Toolik Field Station GIS Office.]Anna Michel, Associate Research Scholar, 

Levi Stanton, Undergraduate, and David 
Miller, Graduate at Toolik Lake, AK, 2012.

MIRTHE allowed me to network, gave me field work opportunities, and allowed me to 
learn a new area of chemical sensing.  MIRTHE strengthened my scientific background 
while also allowing me to be very involved with educational opportunities.

– Anna Michel, MIRTHE post-doc, currently Assistant Scholar at Woods Hole Ocenographic Institution

Field Campaigns

Outreach
Lab Tours

Demonstrations at Science Fairs/Expos
Judging Science Competitions

Recruiting Underrepresented Minorities

Richard Cendejas talks about what he does 
in the lab to a group of K-12 students.

David Miller and Kang Sun demonstrate a laser at the SEExpo.

Yu Yao helps judge a science competition.
Kara Kanedy joins Roxanne at the AISES 
Conference to recruit for the REU program.

Interactions with Industry

Innovation & Busines Plan Competitions
2009: Stephen So, Post-doc, placed 2nd in the 4th 
Annual Keller Center Innovation Forum

2011: Tracy Tsai, Graduate student, placed 2nd in the 
NSF-ERC Elevator Pitch Contest

2012: Michal Nikodem, Post-doc, placed 2nd in the 7th 
Annual Keller Center Innovation Forum

2012: Yin Wang, Graduate Student, placed 2nd in  the 
Optoelectronics Start-up Challenge at Photonics West

2013: Lei Tao, Post-doc, placed 1st, and Arvind 
Ravikumar, Graduate student, placed 3rd at the 8th 
Annual Keller Center Innovation Forum Lei Tao (right) and Arvind Ravikumar (right) named winners 

at the 8th Annual Keller Center Innovation Forum.

Research Collaboration
Internships

Start-up Companies
Innovation Forums

Networking at Workshops/Conferences
Students demonstrate the latest innovations 
at the MIRTHE booth at CLEO 2013.

Graduate student, Darius Morris, talks with an industry member 
during the 2009 SLC Retreat with Industry.

Stephen So, Post-doc, presents his innovation at 
the 4th Annual Keller Center Innovation Forum.

Active Start-Ups

Left: David Thomazy and Stephen So exhibit Sentinel Photonics at the CLEO 2011 Showcase.
Right: Yan Zhang speaking about how she went from student to starting her own company at 
the 2011 Summer Workshop.

Impact on Course Offerings

Collaboration & Mentoring

The MIRTHE’s post-doc in industry experience 
helped me clarify academic and career interests, 
practice work-related skills, develop communication 
and collaboration skills through interaction with 
coworkers, scientists and professors. It also provided 
opportunities to determine if I can perform the essential 
functions of specific jobs, requesting accommodations 
from an employer, using assistive technology in a work 
setting, and to test which accommodations work best 
for me.

– Maung Lwing, MIRTHE grad student, now researcher 
at US Patent and Trademark Office

Scott Pitz, Environmental Sciences at JHU, and Clinton Smith, 
Electrical Engineering at Princeton, prepare for the SLIP deployment.

A graduate student and a post-doc mentor REU students in the lab.

Post-doc Roundtable at CLEO 2011.

One of the greatest things about MIRTHE was 
the exposure to a broad area of research.  It 
really gave me confidence to try something very 
different from what I did in graduate school.  I 
see a lot of my peers who feel graduate school 
boxed them into a certain discipline.  I never 
felt that way and I’m sure my involvement in 
MIRTHE significantly influenced how I feel 
about my career today.

– Anthony Hoffman, MIRTHE graduate student, currently 
Assistant Professor at University of Notre Dame

MIRTHE Graduate students at Commencement, 2011.

MIRTHE Library
Reference Collection: A collection of reference 
books recommended by MIRTHE members in 
the Engineering Library at Princeton University.

Video Course Catalog: A free curriculum of 
videos of MIRTHE presentations. Presentations 
are given by MIRTHE faculty, students, and 
invited speakers. Videos can be selected from 
one of four subject areas (Lasers, Materials, 
Sensing Systems, Applications) and each 
area is divided into three learning levels 
(Introductory, Intermediate, Expert), making 
the curriculum accessible to scholars of 
different backgrounds/knowledge.

Students selecting 
books from the 
MIRTHE reference 
collection.

A screenshot of the MIRTHE Video Course 
Catalog, found at the center’s website.


